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Daedalus and [carus

Some very important information was handed down
by the LillienthaJs governing the future development of
gliders. First of all. they discovered that if they glided
from the top of a hill into II strong wind, the wind gave
the glider a "strong upward tendency". Because of
this, Otto stated that he often reached positions in the
air much higher than his starting point. He also said
that in order to learn the secret of motorless flying
IIman must serve an apprenticeship to the birds".

Inlerl 2

In other countries. people heard of the achievements
of the Lillienthals, and more experiments were under
taken in gliders. Pilcher in England, and Chanute and
Montgomery in the United States, built successful
gliders, developed to a great extent from the knowl
edge imparted to them by the Lillienthals.

In 1900 the Wright Brothers became active in avia
tion, and built several successful gliders of their own
design. These machines showed a decided improve
ment over past models built by Lillienthal. Pilcher and
Chanute. since they were eqUipped with movable
planes, which gave them excellent control over their
craft in spite of turbulent air conditions. Aftar this
glider development, they turned their attention to
building a much larger glider, with which, after being
equipped with a gasoline motor, geared to propellers,
they made the first successful power-plane flight.

After this successful historic airplane flight made at
Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, in 1903, experiments with
motorless flight practically ceased, but if the airplane
had come only a few years later, we feel that the art
of soaring would have probably developed far more
rapidly than it did.
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Lillienlhal'J Firll Glider

One of Lll/ien/hai's Biplane Glider! of Jhe Same Type in Which
He WaJ KmeJ in 1896




